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INTRODUCTION 

by Roberta Bernstein

I think one is ready to accept the illusionistic painting as an object and it is 

of no great interest that an illusion has been made. I think the object itself is

perhaps in greater doubt than the illusion of an object.

—Jasper Johns, 19651

By the time Jasper Johns made his first sculptures in 1958, he had already explored the

relationship between the flatness of the picture plane and the literal dimensionality of 

the painting as object. In his compositions of flat objects and signs, beginning with Flag
(1954–55), Johns employed layers of wax and collage that impart a tactile quality to his

surfaces and devices that draw attention to the painting’s canvas-on-stretcher

construction. In other works he incorporated three-dimensional objects commonly

found in the household and studio, which lend the paintings a sculptural character.

With Book (1957, fig. 1) and Three Flags (1958), Johns further investigated the boundary

between painting and sculpture. In Book the object rests on a plinth-like support that

allows it to be displayed either freestanding or in high relief. In Three Flags, the artist

layered individually stretched canvases, one atop the other, literally transforming the

painting into a sculptural relief. By eliminating the flat surface as support and replicating

objects in three dimensions, Johns extended his inquiry into the nature of the artwork as

object and the object as artwork. In his sculptures, even more so than in his paintings, the

trompe l’oeil effects cause confusion as to the object’s identity. From the beginning, Johns’s

sculptures have been seen as either too close to real objects to be art or among his works

that most incisively capture the ambiguities inherent in perception. For this reason, they

are often compared to Marcel Duchamp’s readymades; however, even Johns’s most realistic

sculptures are made entirely by hand, affirming his own artistic identity and direction.

The materials and processes Johns employed for his sculptures were atypical for

the time. Unlike his contemporaries, who utilized assemblage and welding, Johns

preferred modeling and casting.These more conventional techniques, along with the
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how they are made.The freestanding sculptures replicate commonplace objects like 

those of his paintings—“things which are seen and not looked at, not examined”4—

which allowed Johns to explore the inherent properties of an artwork. His Flashlights and

Light Bulbs focus attention on the role of light as a fundamental formal element of art,

indispensable for its creation and essential for the act of seeing.Themes pertaining to the

critic’s role and to the influence of memory, both central to his paintings during the 1960s,

are introduced and highlighted in the sculptures included in this group.The Critic Smiles
(1959, fig. 5) depicts a toothbrush with four teeth in place of the brush, creating a rebus-

like translation of the object’s compound name. The Critic Sees (1961), presents another

unexpected juxtaposition, substituting the organs of speech for those of sight. High School

Days (1964), Subway (1965), and Memory Piece (Frank O’Hara) (1961–70) allude to

modest scale of Johns’s sculptures, differentiate them from those of his peers, including

Lee Bontecou, John Chamberlain, and Robert Rauschenberg, all of whom showed their

sculpture along with Johns at the Leo Castelli Gallery in New York. Rauschenberg, whose

Combines likewise challenge traditional definitions of painting and sculpture, also used

everyday objects from his surroundings. Rather than casting freestanding sculptures from

found objects, however, Rauschenberg incorporated them into larger compositions.

Johns was also unique in his use of Sculp-metal, a model-making material consisting of

aluminum powder in a plastic or lacquer base that can be applied, like paint, with a brush

or palette knife and hardens into a stiff surface that can be polished to look metallic.2 The

medium appealed to the artist because it gave his sculptures a painterly appearance, similar

to that of his gray encaustic works on canvas, while concurrently providing the look of

metal or stone. Notably, at the same time Johns made his first freestanding sculptures out

of Sculp-metal, he also used it in a painting, Target (1958, fig. 4), experimenting with the

effects of the material on a collaged canvas surface (including a metal thumbtack at the

lower right). During the fall of 1960, the artist began to make bronze and aluminum casts

in editions, at first using sandcasting and later the lost-wax process.This activity coincided

with his first print editions on paper.The two reproductive processes involve multiple

stages of altering and reversing imagery, qualities that the artist exploited in each medium.

Johns made the majority of his sculptures during two periods of concentrated

activity, from 1958 to 1961 and, more recently, from 2005 to 2012.3 In the intervening

decades the artist continued to work sporadically on sculpture, in some cases making

unique works and in others completing previous editions.The sculptures included in the

present exhibition are from the earlier period and fall into two categories distinguished

primarily by their materials and techniques.The first consists of thirteen one-of-a-kind

objects—twelve freestanding and one relief—most of which are made of Sculp-metal in

combination with other media, including plaster, wire, and glass. For these objects, Johns

employed casting and modeling in a manner that purposely leaves uncertain the details of

Jasper Johns, Drawings and Sculpture, January 31 – February 25, 1961, installation view
Photograph: Rudolph Burckhardt. Courtesy Castelli Gallery, New York.



the artist has said, were taken “right out of the studio.They’d been sitting there a couple

of years before I noticed.”6 The sculpture of ale cans—one open and hollow, the other

closed and solid—was famously inspired by Willem de Kooning’s remark that you could

give Johns’s dealer, Leo Castelli, anything, even two beer cans, and he could sell them.7

The sculpture of paintbrushes in a Savarin coffee can is both studio still life and surrogate

self-portrait. It is Johns’s most effective piece at fooling-the-eye but contains the same

ingredients found in all his sculptures, through which quotidian things become enigmatic

and the object itself is cast in doubt.

Roberta Bernstein is author and director of the forthcoming five-volume Catalogue Raisonné of the
Paintings and Sculpture of Jasper Johns, published by Wildenstein Publishing.This essay is adapted
from the monograph that accompanies the catalogue.
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suggestive, if cryptic, personal associations

through their titles and imagery.

The second group of early

sculptures comprises reliefs and

freestanding objects cast in bronze,

aluminum, and other metals. In his

sketchbook (c. 1960), Johns noted: “Make

this and get it cast. (Painting with ruler

and ‘gray.’) Sculpt a folded flag and a stool.

Make a target in bronze so that the circles

can be turned to any relationship.”5

While Johns did not execute any of these

proposals, he pursued casting in metals for

the majority of his sculpture from 1960

on, often in editions of two to four.

Reliefs were generated directly from six

Sculp-metal and collage paintings on

canvas: Flag (1960, fig. 7), 0 through 9
(1961), Figure 3 (1961, fig. 11), Numbers
(1963), Figure 5 (1964–72), and Figure 6 (1964–72). Johns replicated the surfaces of these

paintings using moulage, a rubberlike material for taking impressions from life.The

moulages were the negative molds used to make the plasters that were sent to various

foundries for casting. (The artist originally considered the plasters vestiges of the casting

process; however, he now counts them among his finished sculptures.) Other bronze casts

feature variations on his Flashlights and Light Bulbs.Among Johns’s best known and most

influential works are his Painted Bronzes (1960). Both include cans with labels painted to

mimic the real object, an illusion that breaks down upon closer examination.The subjects,
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1. Book, 1957; following pages: detail





2. Flashlight II, 1958



3. Flashlight III, 1958 (cast 1987)



4. Target, 1958; following pages: detail





5. The Critic Smiles, 1959



6. Ale Cans, 1960



7. Flag, 1960 (cast 1987); following pages: detail





8. Flashlight, 1960



9. Light Bulb, 1960



10. Painted Bronze, 1960



11. Figure 3, 1961 (cast 2001)



12. Souvenir 2, 1964



13. English Light Bulb, 1968-1970



7. Flag, 1960 (cast 1987)

Silver

123⁄4 x 191⁄4 x 11⁄2 inches

Collection the artist

Photograph: Light Blue Studio

8. Flashlight, 1960

Bronze and glass, edition of 3

47⁄8 x 8 x 41⁄2 inches

Private collection

Photograph: Bill Orcutt & Ilonka Van Der Putten

9. Light Bulb, 1960

Bronze, edition of 4

41⁄4 x 6 x 4 inches

Private collection

Photograph: Light Blue Studio

10, opposite. Painted Bronze, 1960

Bronze painted with oil

131⁄2 inches x 8 inches diameter

Collection the artist

Plate photograph: Courtesy the artist

Detail opposite: Light Blue Studio 

11. Figure 3, 1961 (cast 2001)

Bronze, edition of 4

255⁄8 x 193⁄8 x 11⁄4 inches

Collection the artist

Photograph: Dorothy Zeidman. Courtesy the artist

12. Souvenir 2, 1964

Oil and collage on canvas with objects

283⁄4 x 21 inches

Private collection

Photograph: Light Blue Studio

13. English Light Bulb, 1968-1970

Sculp-metal and wire

43⁄4 x 31⁄8 x 41⁄4 -6 inches, height variable

Private collection

Photograph: Courtesy Sotheby’s

CHECKLIST

1. Book, 1957

Encaustic on book mounted on wood

10 x 13 inches

Private collection

Photograph: Light Blue Studio

2. Flashlight II, 1958

Papier-mâché and glass

3 x 83⁄4 x 4 inches

Private collection 

Photograph: Robert McKeever

3, frontispiece detail. Flashlight III, 1958 (cast 1987)

Bronze, glass and aluminum paint

51⁄8 x 81⁄8 x 33⁄4 inches

Private collection. Promised gift to the Museum 

of Modern Art, New York

Plate photograph: Tom Powel Imaging, Inc.

Detail: Light Blue Studio

4. Target, 1958

Sculp-metal and collage on canvas

121⁄2 x 111⁄2 inches

Addison Gallery of American Art, Phillips Academy,

Andover, Massachusetts, gift of Frank Stella, 

(PA 1954) Addison Art Drive, 1991.44

Photograph: Courtesy the lender

5. The Critic Smiles, 1959

Sculp-metal

15⁄8 x 71⁄4 x 11⁄2 inches

Collection the artist

Photograph: Courtesy Philadelphia Museum of Art

6. Ale Cans, 1960

Plaster

53⁄4 x 81⁄8 x 4¾ inches

Collection the artist

Photograph: Dorothy Zeidman. Courtesy the artist
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